Future – Made In Europe!
Volt is the first pan-European party that demands
more Europe and wants to change politics by more
participation of citizens!

Vote Europe – Move Frankfurt
Our election campaign program for Frankfurt at a glance

City of Europe: Frankfurt
Annual European Report and a "Europe Day" in Frankfurt
Free Interrail for Frankfurt
Strengthening European Citizen’s Initiatives

Frankfurt in the climate crisis
Declare climate emergency
Reforestation of the city and rooftop gardening
Promoting sustainable industrial parks & recycling management

Mobility of the future
Expansion of bicycle traffic and sharing services
Sustainable and fair city tolls
Public transport for all & expansion of the network

Housing and living in Frankfurt
Municipal bonds to finance new municipal construction
Promoting social housing construction
“Housing First” for people without a home

Digitization, economy and finance
Digital and barrier-free city administration

Smart City, for more efficient use of city resources
Promoting sustainable and European business development

Our election campaign program for Frankfurt at a glance

Citizen participation
Youth Parliament
“Frankfurt asks me”-App with own budget like in Reykjavik
Biannual citizens' convention with budget

Empowerment
Independent reporting office for city police
Analysis of colonialism in Frankfurt
Evolution of the “Frankfurt Way”

Culture
Maintaining the Frankfurt Theatre in the heart of the city
Promotion of cultural exchange in Europe
Covid-19 helps for artists and others

Education
Digitization of schools and school subjects
More European schools
Household for pupils for shaping the schools

For more detailed and further information
you can download our complete election
program here:
Electoral Program - Frankfurt

Our leading candidates

Eileen O`Sullivan

Leonard Kramer

Social inequality,
education & citizen
participation

Housing, Economy &
Finance

"I wish for a Frankfurt with a heart for all
people. No matter where they come from!"

"Let us rethink living in the city and still be
economical!”

Lara Görtz

Martin Huber

Digitization & Mobility

Environment & European
City

"All Europeans should be able to feel at home
in Frankfurt!”

"We need car-free zones and sustainable urban
planning in Frankfurt!”

Would you like to get into conversation with our top candidates*? Write us here.

Campaign donations
Since we do not yet receive party financing, we are also dependent on donations. Here are some
examples of how we will use the money for the election campaign:
→ With 3€ we will hang up a poster
→ With 70€ we can hang up a large poster for one day
→ With 300€ we can pay the fees and equipment of an information stand
→ With 900€ we can place an advertisement in a newspaper

Click here for
donation
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Scan here for
donation

The history of Volt
In response to the Brexit and growing populism and nationalism, Volt was
founded as a political movement for a more united Europe.

March 2017

The Amsterdam Declaration was written as the first political
manifesto and used for the European elections.

October 2018

May 2019

In the European elections, Volt won a seat in Parliament and joined
the Green/European Free Alliance group.

Volt today

25.000

31

28

Members &
supporters

National Volt Teams in
Europe and beyond

Elected Representatives

A European
Program

A European
Team

Focus on Citizen
Participation

We stand for the same
values and core ideas
throughout Europe

We work in European teams
and bring the best from all
over Europe to Frankfurt

We create, promote and
support citizen participation
and initiatives

What makes us special

Contact
Fabian Annich – Co-Lead Election Campaign Frankfurt
Email: Fabian.Annich@volteuropa.org // media@volteuropa.org

Tel.: +49 1573 9122 563

Sean McClymont – Lead Fundraising Election Campaign Frankfurt
Email: Sean.McClymont@volteuropa.org // media@volteuropa.org

Tel.: +49 175 5767 008

